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Where are we going?
●

Classroom conversations about racism and bias

●

Past lesson plans, successes, challenges

●

Activity

●

Service Learning

Primary source instruction sessions
●

One-shot

●

Introducing archival research

●

Providing examples of various
types of sources

●

Providing examples of relevant
sources

●

Building critical thinking skills

Why were we so eager to get
students to talk about racism and
bias?

How did our instruction change
after this?

Communication

History

American
Studies

Challenges
-

Limited amount of time with students
- Trying to do too much in a 50 minute session

-

Varied prior experience with archives and research needs

-

Covering materials and holding discussions of systematic bias and
racism in the archives
- Requires a maturity from the students and reinforcement from the
instructor

-

Frequent turnover of instructors

Successes
●

Instruction sessions have improved

●

Found ways to effectively integrate course instructor into library
instruction discussions

●

Students could successfully complete document analysis

●

Instructors saw the value of bringing their classes into the archives

●

Recent developments

American Studies
and Service Learning

American Studies Course Objectives
●

Focus on the ways that diversity in the United States of America has been
socially constructed

●

Introduce students to material culture, to theories, questions, and methods of
studying objects and things that surround us in everyday life

●

Introduce students to the Department of American Studies’ three pillars of
scholarship:
○ the construction of identity and difference
○ the cultures of everyday life, and
○ the transnational

Primary source instruction sessions
●

Introducing archival research

●

Providing examples of various
types of sources

●

Providing examples of relevant sources

●

Building critical thinking skills
○

Identify how power and social structures
influence understanding of difference

○

Use texts to develop arguments about
difference and diversity in America

American Studies Project
As the final project students will design and give a presentation of the Langley
Park community, using a mix of the four methods we discussed this semester:
●
●
●
●

Archival/ Historical
Material Culture
Media Analysis
Ethnography

Their use of these methods will also include an intersectional approach.

[Images of Archival Materials]

Think - Pair - Share
Using what you know about this particular course project what types of
service learning opportunities can you imagine for a group of
undergraduates working in small groups?
What other potential exists for archives to be involved in service learning
opportunities?

https://go.umd.edu/clsl

Service Learning
●

Immediate plan

●

Long term plan

●

Stakeholders

●

Community archiving

Service learning and our instruction goals
Students build cultural and historical empathy
Students understand how community archives expose forgotten voices
Students engage with communities and help us create more
representative collections

Thank You

